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Psychoanalysis and the Arts & Humanities: a multilingual perspective
A Core Programme to be held at the IGRS 2006-08

From 1 Nov 2006 to 31 Jan 2008, the Institute of Germanic & Romance Studies, University of London, will be running its second Core Programme, in the form of a Network on ‘Psychoanalysis and the Arts & Humanities’. We hope to get AHRC funding for this Network.

The Network will consist of:

	an Opening Conference at the IGRS on 24-25 November 2006: Freud in translation, Freud in transition – further details below;
	four sets of discussion/reading groups to run ca monthly Jan 2007 – Jan 2008, on four areas to be explored at the Opening Conference:
a	Psychoanalysis and the arts (at the IGRS)
b	Pedagogy & practice (at the Scottish Institute of Human Relations)
c	Psychoanalysis & politics (at the IGRS)
d	Histories & transmissions (at CRASSH, Cambridge);
	an international Exploratory Workshop at the IGRS on Saturday 27 Jan 2007, to raise and explore current debates in psychoanalytic theory in four language-fields: French, German, Hispanic and Italian, and preparing for four further sets of discussion/reading groups on these fields, each linking UK researchers to those in the language-field in Europe or beyond; these groups too will run ca monthly Jan 2007 – Jan 2008;
	a Closing Conference at the IGRS in Jan 2008, to gather up ideas and projects that have emerged from the eight groups, and to propose further research (possibly seeking EU funding).

FREUD IN TRANSLATION, FREUD IN TRANSITION	Draft programme






Plenary 1	Issues of translation	9.30-11









Afternoon workshops 		2.30 – 4






Break to set up Event		5.30-6

‘Event’		Psychoanalysis without words	6 – 7.30










Plenary 4	Psychoanalysis and the arts	9.30-11




Plenary 5	Pedagogy & practice	11.30-1




Plenary 6	Psychoanalysis & politics	2-3.30




Plenary 7	Histories & transmissions	4-5.30
Psychoanalysis’s own history, and the use of psychoanalysis in the study of history, plus archiving and passing on, the in/visibility of psychoanalysis in various times & places, etc.





Delegates who are still in London on Sunday are invited to a screening/discussion of Steven Spielberg’s Duel chaired by David Bell and Andrea Sabbadini in the series Projecting Paranoia.
It is at the ICA, The Mall, at 10-1.30, at a reduced fee of £10.

For details or any enquiries, email igrs@sas.ac.uk (​mailto:igrs@sas.ac.uk​) or naomi.segal@sas.ac.uk (​mailto:naomi.segal@sas.ac.uk​).
For information about the IGRS, see http://igrs.sas.ac.uk/ (​http:​/​​/​igrs.sas.ac.uk​/​​).




